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Hey Hellgate, I'm Suzie. I'm here to guide you through 
embarrassing moments, awkward crushes, and run-ins 
with the pigs! All that typical high school drama can re
ally bring you down, but I'm right here to pick you back 
up! I'll always be here. So let's go, lay it on me! Lay it 
down. Lay it cool, right here. Do it! 

Dear Suzie, 
Hey girl. I accidentally hit a squirrel in my car and now I want to die. 
Thanks, 

Stone Cold Murderer 

Dear Stone Cold Murderer, 
I want to help you, but it turns out that was actually my best friend. She used to babysit me and 
we have been like sisters for years. Due to my conflicting interests in this issue, I don't think 
I can do much for you. So, stay away from me and my squirrels and I'll see you in H-E-double 
hockey sticks. 

The other day I was trying to get the attention of the class hottie by putting tape on my face, but 
when I took it off I accidentally ripped off my eyelid. How do I go on with a dry eye and a ruined 
rep? 
Help me, 

The Poor Boy with One Eyelid 
Dear the Poor Boy with One Eyelid, 
We've aD been there Flirting is tricky. here are some tips! 
First, people love it when you smell clean. 1 recommend bathing in Windex to get a fresh scent. 
Second, a little bribery never hurt anyone. Offer money to your crush in exchange for eye 
contact. That builds chemistry. Lastly, impress them with a feat of knowledge. Every time your 
teacher 5ays something, correct them, and prove them wrong with wit and false Wikipedia 
pages that you made the previous night. . 
Also, I would recommend getting an eye patch. Not only to replace your missing eyelid, but also 

because remind of their-childhood, and that's a fact. 

Dear Suzie, 
I am in a really sticky situation. I noticed the other day that ALL of the vandalism in the girl'~ 
bathroom stalls was kind of mean and gross. So, I tried to spruce up the place with some light 
compliments. I thought long and hard and developed a really cute one, "you're all beautiful." I 
wasn't expecting gifts or anything. but I definitely thought my act of selflessness would at least 
be appreciated. Nope! I went back the next day to check on mJ graffiti, and someone had replied 
to it with a rude, "not u, breastface:' I am CRUSHED. WHAT DO I DO SUZIE HELP ME PLEASE IM 
LOST AND CONFUSED AND SCARED. 
Your best friend one day, 

Misunderstood Hero 

Dear Misunderstood Hero, 
Sounds like you've got a case of the haters. Don't Jet that get you down though. You know who 
else had haters? Harry S. Truman, 6th president of the united states. Just look at how far he got 
in life. He's on the 6 dollar bill! Trust me, you are beautiful, even if it's just on the inside. 

OkCupid User: Arthur 
Elswood 
16 • M • A glass chamber 

My self-summary 
Most people know me as "the 
British kid", but that's just 
the surface. There's a lot of 
depth in this, some would say 
fathomless, head of mine. It's 
pretty amazing what I can do, 
often without even trying. 
Most people are idiots. 
What I'm doing with my life 
Lot of stuff with calculators. 
I'm really good at 
I don't like to brag, but I've been told I'm excellent at coding, (but 
what I'm really excellent at is accepting flattery, haha.) 
Math. 
The first things people usually notice about me 
The doctors describe my brain size as "alarming" (they should de
scribe it as "stimulating." haha.) You could also say my heart is three 
sizes too big, because it is. I'm not long for this world, (get me while 
you can ladies). 
Favorite books, movies, shows, music, and food 
I enjoy the works of Ray Bradbury, Phillip Roth, Steve Jobs, Machia
velli, and Nicholas Sparks. 
I only digest frothy beverages inserted into my stomach through a 
science-tube. It's very advanced stuff. 
The six things I could never do without 
My PC 
MyPS4 
MyXboxl 
Darkness (my skin shrivels when exposed to the sun, I've been told 
it's my quirk) 
My snake, Ragehole 
All the medical attention that keeps me alive, for awhile 
I spend a lot of time thinking about 
I do this thing called Hyper-think, where it's like 4 brains working 
at once. You wouldn't understand it, but think of it like if an en
tire ocean was conscious. I'd love to understand you, Baby.:);) ;Q 
;;;)::;99;9 f;jfjlhjhjlfcmbnmv ' __ (my body spasms sometimes) 
The most private thing I'm willing to admit 
I have a girlfriend, but she annoys me. 
I'm looking for 
Girl who like guys 
Ages 32-39 
Near me 
Who are single 
For what will basically be servitude. My last nurse caught her death 
of cold. 
You should message me if 
You could ever love a beautiful mind, and a terrible terrible body. 


